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1 - You know your obsessed with Billy And GC when list

You know your obsessed with Billy martin and good charlotte when.....

1.You make a billy martin plushie ( yes I did) ( 5)

2.you save every GC and Billy Martin pic you can find ( close thought) (2)

3.your nick-name is kid vicious (3)

4.your tattoos look creepishly a lot like a member from GC ( 10)

5. Your other nicknames are, sickgirl /boy, Lil(insert your name) and St. (insert your name) (3)

6. You sing along to every GC song even the one in Japanese. (1)

7. You've gone broke from buying Billy Martin items (9)

8. You've gone broke from buying Good charlotte items (9)

9. You're computer brakes down from all the GC and Billy martin pic you have saved (0)

10. You're mom knows the lyrics to “the anthem” ( o.0 she dose) (1)

11. You make a GC power point ( yup) (5)

12. You take every GC quiz ( I take a lot of them) (2)  

13. You take every Billy martin quiz ( I take a as many as I can find ) (2)

14. You get most of your family into GC ( yes most of them anyway!) ( 13)

15. You get your friends into GC( if they weren't already) (10)

16. You make a GC scrapbook ( yes) (7)

17. You dream about GC ( yes ) (1)



18. You dream about Billy Martin ( who doesn't?) ( dreamy Billy) ( 4)

19.you copy Billy's moves on tv ( yea) (0)

20. You blow off the cute guy's in your school for Billy Martin ( 20)

21. You get tattoos just like Billy Martin or one of the other GC guys (21)

22. For SS report you were suppose to write about one of you're fave period in time so you chose
1996 (6)

23. You Start a new neopet account and name your first neopet Billy Martin ( yup and I did Joel and
Benji too) ( 8)

24. when someone asks you a question and you say Billy as the answer. (1)

25. Your batteries on your CD player go dead in a week because you listen to your GC cd al the time. (
yes) (5)

26. You beg your parents to let you stay up till 12:00 for a GC concert on TV (8)

27.you listing to # 1 of both GC cd's & # 13 of the young and the hopeless as lullabies (8)

28. Your background on your computer is GC ( yup) (2)

29. Your background on neopets is Billy martin (1)

30. The pic you chose for fanart central is one of Billy martin ( yes a sexy hot one) (3)

31. You buy “ BOP” magazines and other/any magazines that has ANY and ALL info about GC
and Billy (20)

32. You find a “ interview with Billy Martin” and watch it 100 times! (79)

33. You write a list like this( come on fan girls fess up!)  (100)

34. You read lists like this. ( yup yup) (20)

35. After listing to both GC cd's ( switching between them from time to time) you can't listing to anything
else! ( I have that problem it's weird I tried to listing to a cd I burned and I couldn't!) (6)

36. You read “if GC ruled the world” list and make one yourself (8)

37. You realize how long this is and think “ the writer must be crazy or just really love GC” (10)

38. You daydream about Billy (9)



39. You write a fan letter to GC( come on fan girls fess up!)( I have and Im waiting for a reply!) (100)

40. You HATE that Billy might/ doses have a girlfriend!( Who wouldn't?) (99)

41. But GF or no you still think his the cute's & hottest & sexiest ( if you're a Billy Martin fan ^__^) (100)

42. You daydream about good charlotte (9)

43. Your fave song's are mountain and ghost of you because Billy helped with the song (9)

44. you dress like Billy or one of the other band members for school (98)

45. In music the teacher ask's “what band should we learn about next?” you say Good Charlotte (7)

46. You get bored reading this but you continue wanting to find out if you have the GC or Billy Martin
dieses or both (90)

47. You beg your parent's to take you to the GC concert Texas when your there for thanksgiving (100)

48. Your most prize possession's are your GC cd's, plushies and T shirt/s (7)

49. You put pic of Billy and GC on your locker's and note and textbooks (2)

 

   Results   

1104 - your Both a GC and Billy fan  

 473- Billy fan 

496- GC fan 

 

Don't worry your not alone many ppl rate the same as you me included ^___^ don't feel like your
different ! 



 

 

 

 

 



2 - You know your obsessed with Billy And GC when...2

You know your obsessed with good charlotte/Billy martin list 2

1) you start hearing GC songs everywhere even though it's not on tv/radio. ( that happens to me a lot)

2) whenever someone says “ rich” or something like that you start singing “lifestyles of the rich and
famous” or some other GC song

3) you realize you've posted a lot of GC art/stories on fanart central

4) you dream about GC 24/7

5) you convert your BFF in to a GC Fan

6) you make a “ NOT A TEENIE BOPPER” contract and have your BFF's sign it

7)you know where GC is going to be, what hotel/motel there staying at, what there doing etc

8) you talk about GC 24/7



9) you send another letter to them

10) you make a Billy/GC poster for traveling

11) you carry BOP magazines or any other magazine that has Billy/ GC

12) you memorize the lyrics to the every song ......

13)..... and you can sing them with out messing up

14)your friends memorized them too!

15) you make a second “ you know your obsessed with GC ” list

16) you read this list all the way through

17) you make poems/stories/fanart/of GC or Billy

18) you have website's upon website's of GC or Billy saved in favorers

19)you make a GC folder in favorers to keep it all



20) you take ideas from your other list and put them on this one changing the names to GC or Billy

21) you talk to the Billy photo in your locker

22) you defend Billy when kids at your school make fun of him

23) your computer background is GC

24) you have a GC scrapbook

25) you have read almost EVERY “you know your

obsessed with GC ” list or “ the GC syndrom “ list

26) you have EVERY SINGLE THING that has to do with GC or Billy

27) when you realize “ Wow these are the only list I've completed”

28) on your Birthday wish list the first thing you want is to meet GC

29) You sneak into “not another teen movie” even though it's rated R so you can hear/see GC

30) you read this list all the way through and find more stuff to put on it

31) you make fake GC TCG'S



32) you freak out when you learn Billy is making a storybook and toys to go with it!!

33) you read this list and realize there's dubbed things in it

34) you dress up like Billy/Benji/Joel for Halloween

35) you have a dream about Billy and he tell's you his username on Neopets is Level_27_ boy.....

36) you type it in and get a result!

37) you freak when your parents say for family vacation your going to Maryland....

38) but Cry when it's not in Waldorf or Annapolis

39) in your second letter you ask them to come to your B-Day party

40) hope that they will reply to your other letter

41) wish that Billy would draw you a spacial pic for your B-Day

42) you kiss pic of Billy/Benji/Joel/Paul in public

43) before you go to bed you kiss Billy/Benji/Joel/Paul on the group poster you have



44) you just HAVE to listing to Billy's dreamy voice on “ a interview with Billy Martin” on the internet
while you make this list....

45).... or any other time

46) you sneak into the principles office and say “ hello( name of your school) this is GC fan here's the
anthem for the morning then you play “ Little things” or “The Anthem”

47) you hum GC songs during tests
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